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INTRODUCTION
         As the world of  cryptocurrency continues to evolve, more and more investors are looking

for opportunities that combine financial returns with a positive social impact. $Bender Inu

Token is one such project that aims to revolutionize the crypto landscape by focusing on both

profit and purpose. $Bender Inu Token, is built on BSC  blockchain platform with a mission to

create a positive impact on the world by harnessing the power of  decentralized finance.

 We are not just a cryptocurrency platform, but a force for good that aims to make a tangible

difference in the lives of  people who need it the most. With $Bender Inu  Token, we believe

that blockchain technology can be used to create a fairer and more equitable world. Because

of  this it's dedicated to serve as humanitarian services, store of  value and first ever anime.

meme.

         This whitepaper is a comprehensive guide that highlights the full potential of  Bender Inu

as a valuable investment opportunity in the world of  cryptocurrencies. It showcases the

unique features,benefits, mission, tokenomic of  Bender Inu,
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ABOUT BENDER INU
         Bender Inu is a meme based cryptocurrency that's built on the Binance Smart Chain

network. It's inspired by one of  the main characters in the Futurama series and represents

the first anime meme token that aims to take over and surpass all other memes. Bender Inu

provides an investment opportunity for people who want to explore the world of  blockchain

and cryptocurrency. By investing in Bender Inu, you can be part of  a community that values

transparency, fairness, and security. Together, we can strive for positive change and financial

freedom for all.

It's a decentralized finance project that leverages blockchain technology to empower

individuals. It's a community-driven initiative that supports both short and long-term growth 

initiatives and encourages community governance. Token holders have a voice in the project's

direction through community governance. Join $Bender Inu movement and be part of

a passionate team that strives for positive change together, we are ready to take over and

surpass other meme tokens with our unique approach.
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OUR VISION

         Our vision is to establish Bender Inu as a leading cryptocurrency in the meme space,

surpassing all other competitors. We are dedicated to making $Bender Inu the most widely

recognized and successful anime meme-based cryptocurrency in the world. Through our

commitment to innovation, community involvement, and strategic partnerships and marketing,

we aim to drive the growth and adoption of  Bender Inu and revolutionize the cryptocurrency

industry. We are confident that our unique value proposition and unwavering commitment to

excellence will enable us to achieve this vision and deliver significant value to our investors

and community supporter.
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         After launch, we renounce the contract, This feature is important because it prevents

you from being bound by a contract that is not being honored. Your all  should be excited

about this feature because it provides our community greater autonomy over their

contractual agreements. It's a fully community-driven project where everyone has a says 

in our memetic adventures.

DISCOVER THE UNIQUE
FEATURES OF BENDER INU

        In addition to our innovative staking platform, we are thrilled to made it known to you

that Bender Inu Tokens will also offer BUSD reflection. As a holder of  Bender Inu Tokens,

you will earn BUSD rewards with every transaction made on the network. This feature will

incentivize holders to participate in network activity and contribute to the growth of  Bender

Inu.

         Our team are made up of  incredibly accomplished developers, marketers, and

important figures that have worked with teams behind some of  the biggest moonshots

the crypto industry has ever seen, the team has undergone rigorous KYC certification,

proving that Bender Inu  is supported by a genuine team, whick: helps increase investor

trust in the project's long-term sustainability. The team's clear vision for the future of  the

project is a driving force behind their commitment to its long-term success.

         At Bender Inu, we understand the importance of  a strong marketing strategy in

achieving our vision of  becoming a leading cryptocurrency in the meme space. Our

approach to marketing is bold, innovative, and designed to capture the attention of  crypto

enthusiasts worldwide. Our marketing will be executed through a combination of  targeted

towards social media advertising,trending, strategic partnerships, and community

engagement initiatives. We are confident that our approach to marketing will enable us to

break the ice and establish Bender Inu as a dominant meme base token  in the

cryptocurrency industry.

RENOUNCED CONTRACT

BUSD REFLECTION

EXPERIENCED TEAM

EXCESSIVE MARKETING STRATEGY
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         The security of  $Bender Inu is top priorities for the project team. The token's smart

contract has undergone careful development and auditing to minimize potential security

vulnerabilities. The team follows best security practices and conducts regular security

reviews from reputable team to identify and address potential weaknesses so as to be

safe for everyone aiming to join us in this adventure.

DISCOVER THE UNIQUE
FEATURES OF BENDER INU

        As part of  our commitment to increasing accessibility and exposure for the Bender Inu

community, we would be pursuing listings on reputable centralized exchanges (CEXs) in the

near future. This will provide our users with additional liquidity and trading options, and will

further solidify Bender Inu's position as a leading meme-based cryptocurrency.

AUDITED  CONTRACT

CEX LISTING

BENDER
INU

COMMUNITY DRIVING

        The Bender INU community is an integral aspect of  the Bender INU ecosystem, and it's

crucial to the project's success. The community is made up of  individuals from diverse

backgrounds, including developers, investors, traders, and anime enthusiasts. $Bender Inu

community is dedicated to supporting the project by offering constructive feedback,

recommendations, and active participation in marketing decisions. We recognize that the

project's triumph is dependent on the community's support and involvement, and we aim to

create an open and transparent environment that promotes project growth.

STAKING

         In addition to providing a revolutionary meme-based cryptocurrency, we are excited to

announce that Bender Inu will also offer staking capabilities. Staking is an innovative way for

our community to earn rewards while supporting the network. By staking their Bender Inu

tokens, community members will be able to participate in network validation and earn a

share of  the transaction fees generated on the network. We believe that staking will be a key

driver of  community engagement and adoption, and we are dedicated to providing a

seamless and user-friendly staking experience for our users.
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TOKEN STAKING PROGRAM

         As a Bender Inu Token holder, you can take advantage of  our unique staking platform, which
allows you to earn rewards while supporting the project. We have allocated 5% of  the supply  to
the staking pool, and there are no fees to use our dApp, apart from the little gas fees required for
staking and unstaking.

30% APY
30 DAYS 
30% APY
30 DAYS 

80% APY
90 DAYS 
80% APY
90 DAYS 

140% APY
180 DAYS 
140% APY
180 DAYS 

400% APY
360 DAYS 
400% APY
360 DAYS 

RULES

1. Min Bender  Inu Token to be staked: 500,000.

2. Staking rewards are calculated at the end of  the staking pool time and user can withdraw their
staking coins and rewards according to the pool they are in.

3. If  the user wants to unstake amount before unstaking time, then 10% will be deducted as an
early withdrawal fee and added to the staking pool, and also no reward will be allocated.
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TAX FEE

         The 5/5 tax structure is intended to incentivize our committed investors and bolster our

pursuit of  excellence. This tax model splits the tax revenue into two parts: 1% is allocated to busd

reflection so as to serve as compensation to our holders, while the remaining 4% is earmarked for

an aggressive marketing campaign that will intensify our visibility and enable us to outperform

other memes in the crypto world.

Tax is 5% buy and 5% sell

TAX IS 5% BUY

4%

Earmarked For Aggressive
Marketing Campaign

Allocated To
BUSD Reflection  1%

4% 1%

TAX IS 5% SELL

Earmarked For Aggressive
Marketing Campaign

Allocated To
BUSD Reflection
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TOKENOMICS

         With 39% allocated to the presale, we prioritize community involvement and equal

opportunity for all participants. The liquidity pool receives 51% of  the supply, providing stability

and accessibility for trading. Additionally, 5% is reserved for centralized exchanges, enabling

wider market exposure. Lastly, 5% is allocated for staking, empowering token holders to actively

participate in the project and earn rewards.

         Our token distribution plan ensures a fair and balanced allocation to support the project's

growth and ecosystem.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION PLAN

BENDER
INU

Liquidity Pool

5%

5%

39
%

51
%

Centralized Exchanges

Staking

Presale
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BENDER INU TOKEN TOTAL SUPPLY                           420,699.000,000,00 



ROADMAP

Phase 1

Create Telegram and Twitter

 Assemble a dedicated team

 Organized meme and shill contest 

 Publish Website and White paper 

 Contract Audit And KYC

 Presale Marketing begins

  

Phase 2

  Presale goes live on Pinksale & fills

  Prelaunch Marketing begins

  Dextools & BSC Trending Trending

  Pancakeswap Listing and Post launch marketing begins
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ROADMAP

Phase 3

Dextools socials update

Buy contests and raffles

Community Giveaways

CMC & CG Listing

  

Phase 4

Incentivized staking

Dextools & Twitter Trending

Partnership with Twitter Influencers

Partnership with reputable project 

Youtube Campaign

Cex Listing
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Phase 5

Update Website and whitepaper
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